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ABSTRACT

Several techniques and frameworks have been proposed to automatically generate parallel programs for hybrid distributed-memory systems from high-level parallel languages or sequential codes. These techniques should take into account the combination of data communication across distributed processes, and the exploitation of shared-memory models inside each process.

Trasgo is a new programming model and compilation framework to generate parallel programs from a high-level parallel specification, based on the SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) model. This transformation system includes several techniques to generate code that is able to compute at runtime exact coarse-grained communications for distributed message-passing processes. In this work we discuss a technique to calculate the communications needed in distributed systems between SPMD blocks, for codes with regular (affine) data accesses. It improves previous methods avoiding to take compile-time tiling decisions, such as the tile size chosen for each process. It adapts their communication, synchronization, and optimization structures to the target system, even when computing nodes have different capabilities.

We show an excerpt of a complete experimental study. Our framework can automatically produce efficient programs compared with MPI reference codes, and with codes generated with auto-parallelizing compilers.
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1 Introduction

Many automatic code generation approaches have been proposed to transform high-level parallel expressions or sequential codes to parallel programs for distributed-memory systems. These techniques avoid to the programmer to deal with issues that are key to obtain a good performance. Many of these approaches are based on new programming languages [CDIC10, EGCSY03] or automatic solutions [CG06, Bon14, YR13, KJEM12]. The most sophisticated automatic solution (in terms of data volume communicated, parametric in the
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number of processes and problem sizes) still needs to fix a single tile size at compile time, even if the distributed system has nodes with different capabilities.

Trasgo [GEL11] is a programming model and compilation framework for distributed-memory systems based on the SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) model. It has been designed to generate parallel programs from a high-level parallel specification. The Trasgo transformation system includes several techniques to transform the code to compute at runtime exact coarse-grained communications for distributed message-passing processes.

In this work we discuss a technique of our compiler-runtime system that calculates at runtime the exact data to be received or sent for each process just before computing a SPMD block. Our runtime approach enables to use different tile sizes in the same computation at the same hierarchical level. Our experimental results show that our approach produces efficient programs compared with codes generated with auto-parallelizing compilers and MPI reference codes.

2 Trasgo and its automatic compiler-runtime tools

2.1 Challenges on distributed-memory systems

Programming for distributed memory systems has two main challenges that are key for obtaining a good performance in terms of runtime execution and memory allocation: (1) Distributing data: An efficient approach is one where each process allocates only the data that it computes and the data that needs to perform such computation. (2) Communicating data among processes: As the data and computation are distributed among the processes, it is possible that a process needs a datum that is allocated or was updated in another process. Communications between processes allow to exchange data in distributed-memory systems. However, calculating and expressing these communications is not a simple task.

2.2 Trasgo

The Trasgo model [GEL11] proposes the use of an explicitly parallel (SPMD model) but high-level and structured representation of parallel algorithms. Trasgo transforms a global address space into a partitioned address space, building the functions to compute communications across virtual processes. The code is rewritten by a back-end that generates C code with calls to the Hitmap run-time library [GETFL13]. The resulting sequential code generated for the local distributed process can be finally optimized through polyhedral tools (Pluto compiler [BHRS08]) to generate tiled and optimized parallel code for shared memory using OpenMP [MFGE14].

2.3 Compiler-runtime tool

We have developed and implemented in Trasgo a new technique to calculate automatically at runtime the communications needed in a distributed programming model among two SPMD blocks with distributed data structures. The technique is based on a compile-time analysis that, from a set of affine expressions generates tailored functions to calculate at runtime the set of indexes accessed to read or to write in a SPMD block.
Table 1: Study 2: Performance (in seconds) for Jacobi-2d solver (N=5000, T=800), generated for distributed-memory by Trasgo, and by Pluto-distmem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Trasgo</th>
<th>Pluto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CETA-4</td>
<td>53.04</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETA-8</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>13.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETA-16</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>13.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETA-32</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETA-64</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>12.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trasgo introduces, between two SPMD blocks, a communication stage where calculates at runtime a communication pattern using the functions generated at compile time. The communication pattern contains the information needed to marshal and unmarshal the data to be received and sent. The data to be received by a local process from a process $p$ is calculated intersecting the set of indexes written by $p$ in the first SPMD with the set of indexes read by the local process in the second SPMD. The data to be sent is calculated by the opposite intersection (set of indexes written by the local process with the set of indexes read by $p$). Performing these operations for each remote process $p$, we obtain an exact coarse-grained communication pattern per each process where no data are communicated twice.

3 Experimental study

In this section we show an excerpt of an experimental study where we compare a compile-time state-of-the-art tool that also generates communication code, Pluto [DRRB13], with our runtime proposal. We have performed the experimentation in a homogeneous distributed-memory system called CETA. The cluster nodes are connected by Infiniband technology, and they have two Intel Nehalem-based Xeon 5520 CPUs at 2.27 GHz, with 4 cores each using mpich3 v3.1.3 as MPI implementation.

Table 1 shows the performance results for a Jacobi-2d solver. The results indicate that the code generated by Pluto is more efficient for a low number of processes, but does not scale as well as Trasgo. The code transformations performed by Pluto include skewing the time outer-most loop to parallelize the complete affine-nest-loop. It derives in a lot of re-utilization and memory hierarchies exploitation inside the processes. On the other hand, Trasgo codes have a hierarchical approach in which only spatial parallelism is exploited at the distributed-level, like in classical manual message-passing approaches. This derives in coarse communications, and less opportunities to exploit the shared-memory level due to extra synchronizations. However, as the number of processes grows, Pluto reveals its more clumsy communications calculations, while the granularity of the Trasgo communications decreases, and its reduced cost for communications becomes much more relevant.

4 Conclusion

We have designed and developed a framework to help to the programmer to deal with the main challenges on distributed-memory systems, data partition and communication.
The new technique implemented in our framework calculates exact coarse-grained communications in terms of data volume (no data is communicated twice). Moreover, it applies tiling technique after the data structures have been parted. This enables to use different tile sizes in the same computation, an important feature to achieve a good performance on distributed systems with nodes of different capabilities. The Trasgo framework is available at http://trasgo.infor.uva.es
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